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Abstract: A MultiAgent System (MAS) is composed of multiple interacting agents, where the system purpose is met through achievement of individual agent goals.
In a hostile environment, agents are subject to debilitation; resultant inability to achieve goals may have wide ranging consequences across the system. Approaches
such as plan repair or conditional planning are invoked when a goal has been selected and failure has occurred; addressing the consequences of debilitation rather
than the root causes of why actions fail to achieve the desired result. This work proposes a model relating capabilities to potential goals, including those from agent
relationships. It is intended to improve robustness by allowing specification of pre-emptive, maintenance behaviour to prevent current debilitations from being allowed to cause future problems in MAS operations.

An agent a is modeled based upon the BDI approach[RAO99] for
representing rational agents;

a = <B, C, D, I, P>
Where B is the set of Beliefs the agent holds about the environment (including knowledge of other agents capabilities), D is a
set of potentially conflicting Desires (the set of potential goals),
and I is the set of Intentions (concrete goals from D) the agent
has decided to achieve.

Potential reactions to debilitation

Obligation / relationship formation

Proposed agent model

A key aspect of MASs is the formation of agent relationships to
perform tasks together. An obligation is the responsibility an
agent holds to perform a task for some other (dependent) agent for example, as a result of planned task decomposition.

The set P represents the Policies of the agent. This models how
the agent responds to requests to perform tasks; specifically
what types of obligation the agent will accept regarding that capability.



Drop obligation; the obliged agent simply notifies the dependent it will no longer hold the desire (for example, if dependent has formed the obligation as a redundant backup)



Delegation; the obliged agent assesses the debilitation as
temporary in nature and identifies an alternate agent for the
debilitative period (for example, due to temporarily heavy
agent workload)



Replanning; the capability is debilitated through some dependency on another agent or capability; the agent uses a
planning type approach to compose a new approach using an
alternate set of dependencies (for example, forming a new
team).

Suggested evaluation domains

The Capabilities an agent holds are represented in the model in
the set C. These may be primitive or compound; in the latter
case involving structured actions, potentially including the ordered use of capabilities held by other agents.

This work is aimed at domains where agent operate in a hostile,
continuous environment, such that debilitation is a likely risk (with
elements of unpredictability—i.e. a stochastic environment) and
that there are time constraints upon reactive repair approaches.

Each c ∈ C describes an action the agent can perform;

One domain being considered with regards to these requirements
is Pacifica[TATE94]; this is a fictional domain developed as a realistic
model for studying Non-combatant Evacuation Operation (NEO)
scenarios.

c = <s, pre, eff, cs>
Where s is a signature in the form n(v1, v2.,..vk) of name n
and k required variables v. Pre and Eff respectively represent
the state preconditions and effects of performing the action.
Finally, cs represents the confidence of success for performing
the action, given a set of beliefs B’;

cs(B’) => [0...1]
Where 1 indicates a 100% success rate in executing the relevant action (and thus achieving the resulting preconditions), in
an environment where B’ holds. This value varies dynamically;
for example, debilitation to the agent, increased general workload or changes in the environment may result in a different
probability the action would succeed.
There is a relationship between capability, desire and intention.
Capabilities describe all the tasks an agent can perform, in unground form. Desires define a subset of more specific tasks as
partially ground capabilities. Finally, the Intentions of an agent
are fully ground desires, selected by meta-reasoning based upon beliefs, and met through the generation and execution of
plans.

Obligations are expressed through a justification, attached to desires held by an agent. The justification is used to describe when
and why a desire is considered for selection as an intention, including whether or not the desire is held through an agents role in
a dependency-obligation relationship.
An agent will accept obligations on the basis of a policy. The policy models how an agent will respond if there is a problem with
meeting an obligation; what repair steps the agent will consider (if
any) and the threshold conditions for these.
This includes an agent explicitly stating it will accept an obligation,
but that it cannot guarantee it will constantly be capable of intending and meeting the associated desire.

Supporting robustness
Robustness can be defined as the maintenance of ‘safety responsibilities’[WOOLDRIDGE99]; a safety responsibility is the prevention of
some undesirable condition occurring.
Pacifica is being considered as it explicitly offers an environment
intended for studying and evaluating failure management, in situations where co-ordination and time management is a key factor in
In this context, these responsibilities are to ensure the achievesuccess or failure of goals.
ment of intentions, when selected. Consequently, a robust system will be one that ensures, when a specific intention is selected,
the agent has the capabilities to meet that goal state.
The intention is that agents will maintain task performing relationships, through the justification and obligation notions, constantly
in order to maintain a ‘state of readiness’ for meeting future intentions. Intention selection meta-reasoning and the desire justifications can be used to predict the likely state where an intention will
be formed; and thus assess capability performance under that
state.
The policy under which an agent accepts an obligation guides
both its own response to debilitation and assists the dependents
consideration of contingencies or alternatives.

Progress and future work
Current work has revolved around the establishment of a formal
agent model, to be used in the creation of reusable, generalized
algorithms for agent operations and maintenance.
Agent robustness will be evaluated through simulated scenarios
of debilitation, and the approach compared to alternative, reactive
forms of repair. Suitable metrics will be specified, based upon the
success of agents achieving their goals within specified time constraints.
It is argued that this agent modeling approach will lead to a system with intelligent maintenance behavior; improving robustness
through addressing debilitation before it has the opportunity to impact intention formation and execution.
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